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Janine Pommy Vega, late 1960s 
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AFTERWORD 

  

 Then came Janine’s death in 2010. 

 There was a mutual love we had for one another. 

 As one can see in any film interview with Janine, she barely mentions anyone other than 

who and what the interview is chasing after. That was her m.o. — a very savvy street and back 

country woman. By the time we watch Janine in any film from 2006 onward, keep in mind she is 

dying before our eyes (I remember her as a tough and lanky mountain climber throughout the 

Catskills, the Andes, and the Himalayas); and the one book of prose she wrote about all these 

travels Tracking the Serpent, she dedicated to my wife Susan and me and our son Carson. She 

name drops not at all. Nobody. She stays to the task of the story: so up comes Allen Ginsberg, 

Peter Orlovsky, Gregory Corso, Jack Kerouac momentarily, all the big names but to her, just guys 

she met along the way. Very important guys. To Janine the big picture of life was giving to and 

getting to the greater picture of respect. A very rare rare bird in the literary world to begin with, 

never mind the full world. 

 Not to confuse you with too many names but despite all the legendary names, the one 

name that resonates the most to Janine, the one that makes her glow, is Herbert Huncke, her first 

real teacher when she left New Jersey as the valedictorian of her class (Union City-to-the lower 

East Side is her path), and Huncke, to Janine and these On the Road guys, is the key player in the 

east; while Neal Cassady will be the player in the west when Kerouac gets out there. They’ve 

already lived the world of the Beat period by the time Janine meets them in NYC circa 1958 (she’s 

16 years old) so she’s catching the tail end of the roar of the Beat legacy. Unlike others, who to 

this day take the lion’s share of credit as some Beat poet and performer, it is Janine who is the 

true road traveler of all the poets, with the heavy drama of street life, hustling, and drugs (heroin 

addict, sidekick with Huncke, the other addict and chief marvelous supplier of adventure for 
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Janine and these poets). It will be Janine’s first book of poems Poems to Fernando, City Lights 

circa 1968, poems written when she was a very young woman, that will be the second book 

published by the Beat publisher recognizing a woman poet. Marie Ponsot was the first woman 

poet published in a singular book from City Lights. This is hallmark stuff in that great American 

literary story between the Beats and the counterculture (and women), say 1957 when On the Road 

was published, to 1967 when the counterculture really takes off. Janine is circulating heavily in 

that cycle and period. Traveling, life on the streets, out west living, loving and riding with the 

Hells Angels, befriending poet and fellow ‘biker-chick’ Lenore Kandel, waitressing, dancer, 

scribbling scribbling scribbling her poems. 

 Her first book is unlike any other to this day — talk about Paris and Arthur Rimbaud — 

Janine’s poetry and Janine herself are the spit image of Arthur Rimbaud: the boy poet who 

stopped writing before he was twenty years old. His poems were electrifying, so were Janine’s. 

Not masterworks like the boy wonders, but life thrusts. Huncke saw this with that eagle eye, took 

her under his sly, sleuthing, subterranean wing; they became thieves, pals, poets on the run. As 

she was married with Fernando Vega whom she wrote the poems to, traveled with this Peruvian 

to Europe, including Paris, where they lived, both now junkies, then Spain, Jerusalem, and 

Fernando cheated on her and broke her young heart, died the junkie death and left her barren. 

Huncke took his place, but not as a lover; Janine had her lovers always after Fernando but she 

also had her strict discipline of hermitage which she took up in Peru for a few years alone on Lake 

Titicaca. Call it a sounding for and with Fernando’s people. A recovery period. That’s when she 

heard about me (my first book of poems Rope of Bells was published in 1974 and sent to Janine 

from our mutual publisher Cherry Valley Editions) and she wrote me a fan letter. From Peru to 

Vermont. 

 Through our poems we fell in love as poets, since my poems were all love letters to Susan, 

so Janine is writing to me affectionate letters in that time period before we will meet for the first 

time (in Boston) in 1975, and where she will meet Susan, and now she will fall in love with Bob & 

Susan, and she does. Big time. Our correspondence together as writers only deepens, broadens, 

and the passion for literature, poetry, the rural life angels of life excels. Susan always knew, and 

said so, the night before when a letter would indeed arrive from Janine in the mail the next day. 

We will all travel together throughout New England in 1976, a very important trip for Susan and 

myself as a young couple with a dynamic friend. Janine will come and live with us for awhile in 

the cabin life we had, then later for an extended period in the red farmhouse after we move there, 
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and when Carson enters the picture Janine’s heart only swells more. She never had a child. After 

the drug street life, the sixties, she would settle most of her adult life in two places — the soul of 

her heart — in the schools with children as a poet-in-the-schools: Hell’s Kitchen and throughout 

NY State with countless visits to schools around the country and internationally; and into the 

prisons, and this is where you would personally really fall for her. Her devotion in the prisons is 

unprecedented in the service from an American poet. Any poet. Attica, Green Haven, Eastern 

C.F., Woodbourne C.F., Albion C.F., Sullivan C.F., up and down the Hudson, all hard cases, 

murderers, cop killers, white, black, brown inmates, political prisoners, they truly all loved her. I 

have here boxes and boxes of their correspondence with her, and Janine’s letters back, their 

poetry, their songs, their lives. She would include migrant workers as well. She was tireless. Even 

when she became very very sick. At the end Janine went to the prisons and the migrant workers 

on her crutches, walker, wheelchair. Her archive’s worth is the unbelievable chasm she lived 

between literary and real world practice: poets, prisoners, children, the real folks. She sought out 

the real folks. She was the ultimate poster child as public defender. 

 Our trip through New Hampshire in 1976 was an intriguing coming home for at least 

Janine and myself. I had gone to high school in New Hampshire and knew well the upper regions 

of the White Mountains, having hiked in there and run competitive cross-country. Janine had 

been through the state with Huncke sometime in the 60s on a journey to Canada for god knows 

what. She said she hadn’t been back since that time and the deep pockets of redneck fervor hadn’t 

impressed her then and she was still highly sensitive to it now. . .as she watched Susan and I move 

inside the stares and glares of a backwater diner with our long hair, youth and love affair. Back at 

the table Janine warned us that lovers pay an awful price in America — the envy, scorn and 

bullying was threaded with barbs throughout our society — she bore down on us with motherly 

counsel to be careful, as if she had learned all about this herself with Fernando and their travels 

over a decade earlier. Susan and I brushed it all aside with youthful glee and abandon, and then 

were reminded of her wisdom time and again over the next four decades as the bullies came 

forth, including in her wake. On that day we left the diner and headed north because Janine had 

never seen “The Old Man of the Mountain,” a stately 
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 stone face natural monument that overlooked Franconia Notch. This region had once been 

home to Robert Frost. Back then the highway was narrow and winding, respectful of the 

mountains and rivers it played companion to. When we came to the best vista of “The Old Man” 

we all jumped out of the black VW. Janine put a steady eye right up to the rock visage and with a 

proclamation that covered all her travels anywhere, including into the Andes, she exhaled a 

wondrous, “Oh, wow!” as her eyes streamed from “The Old Man,” across the jagged rock and 

tree lined ridges, down to the bowl of the lake, across the quiet road, and into our eyes. Circle 

complete. 

 So when this ex-junkie, counterculture whirlwind, terrific looking, tough cookie city-

country girl (and she did this very well) finally took up in Willow, New York outside of 

Woodstock (near where she picks up her mail in Bearsville), in a house I would sell as the 

Executor of her Estate roughly forty years later, and she will be writing to me the bulk of her 

letters from this house I knew so well. Susan and I and Carson visited there many times over 
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decades. We came as well as workers to her place as carpenter and landscaper (as I did for 

others), and I’ll never forget the day she introduced me to her partner, and she is Janine typically 

head over heels in love, and this fellow is just her dynamic type (then), because he has gone 

through much later his own cycle with Ginsberg and all the rest of the guys (not Kerouac) so 

poetically and personally it is an exciting match. However, Janine from the get-go can already see 

this fellow comes with hangups: he’s disorderly and begins to disrupt — while also helping with 

maintenance around the house — the very hard work and subtle discipline she put into her 

home. The little cabin on her land where this fellow lives, I can see when Janine asks me over to 

inspect the place for all the renovations she would like me to do — too extensive to get to with 

any regularity from where I live — isn’t exactly being kept up to snuff the way Janine would like, 

and she begins to see the drawbacks. Her beloved little garden tool shed she treats like Sackville-

West, the partner jams & hurls everything into the innocent hovel like the back of a pickup truck. 

He will treat anything else, and anyone else he doesn’t care for, exactly this way. 

 Janine realized she wanted to be a writer at age nine, when she wrote a story — created 

something out of nothing — that had characters she cared about as though they were people in 

her life. “At fifteen I decided it was poetry I loved and wanted to write. By sixteen I had read all of 

Jack Kerouac and everything written by or about the Beat Generation. I set out from Union City, 

New Jersey for New York City, where the writers lived. Miraculously, I found them.”  She had 

befriended Herbert Huncke at the Seven Arts Coffee Shop in Hell’s Kitchen where she had 

worked during the summer in 1959. At a bar that same year in the spring, Gregory Corso met 

Janine and a high school friend and brought them back to Allen Ginsberg and Peter Orlovsky’s 

apartment on East 2nd street — shortly thereafter both girls, minors, lost their virginity — Janine 

with Peter Orlovsky, and her friend to Corso. After graduating high school as valedictorian in 

1960, Janine left home and moved in with the writers. 

 “For the next three years Allen Ginsberg, Herbert Huncke, Elise Cowen, Peter Orlovsky, and 

Gregory Corso were my teachers — suggesting what to read, including me in their intellectual 

discussions. With them I attended poetry readings, watched the Living Theater performances, 

listened to live jazz, visited museums and art galleries. In 1962 I met and married Peruvian 

painter Max Fernando Braun Vega, and with him moved to Israel. Time slowed down enough so 

I could dedicate hours each day to learn the craft of poetry, and gain confidence in my own voice. 

By the time we left for Paris in 1964, I had a small body of work.” 
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 In Paris, 1964, Janine attended the Sorbonne, began learning French, and reading the French 

poets. She gave her first public reading in a church on the Left Bank, and saw her first poem 

published in Residu (Volume 2, London, England, 1966). She joined the Living Theater in 

Belgium for rehearsals of Mysteries & Smaller Pieces. Based on line breaks from their exercises, she 

began a new series of poems. The love of her life, Fernando Vega died in Ibiza, Spain in 

November 1965. She spent six months criss-crossing Europe — writing and grieving. 

 Returning to New York and the Lower East Side, Janine had poems published in Beatitude 

#9 (1967), Floating Bear (Boston, winter 1966-67) and Mademoiselle (twice: December 1970; 

February 1973). “In winter 1967, I crossed the country with Herbert Huncke to San Francisco, 

where we performed with the Diggers on the steps of City Hall. Lawrence Ferlinghetti published 

my first book Poems to Fernando (City Lights Pocket Series #22, 1968). Other poems were 

published in small magazines, notably Caterpillar #8/9 (October 1969).” 

 “In summer 1969 I returned to New York, and left the city for Woodstock, N.Y. I wrote 

poems and performed in local venues. In February 1971 I left for Peru. Traveling through the 

Andes by truck, bus, and hitchhiking, I arrived in Cuzco, Peru in May. I gave my first reading in 

Saqsayhuaman, an Incan fortress, with Peruvian actor Hudson Valdivia reading the Spanish 

translation. I crossed the altiplano on foot and recognized in the vast tracts a mirroring of my 

own desire for solitude. I began work on Journal of a Hermit (Cherry Valley Editions, 1974).” 

 “I worked in El Centro Americano (the American Center), in Bogota, Columbia, teaching 

English as a Second Language for a year. I gave my first public reading entirely in Spanish at El 

Centro Americano in May 1973. Subsequent travel brought me to the Island of the Sun in Lake 

Titicaca, Bolivia. I found a house out on a promontory, and received permission from the owners 

to rent it. I stayed fifteen months with the Aymara natives, and finished the text for Morning 

Passage (Telephone Books, 1976).” 

 In December 1975 Janine left her island hermitage and returned to America. In New York 

City she began working with Spanish speaking children in the southeast Bronx for Poets in the 

Schools. After being part of the small press poetry world for years, and reading the work of 

contemporaries, she discovered a fresh poetic voice in the schools that excited her. “There was a 

liveliness and direct speech I wanted to be part of. I divided my time between working in the 

schools in NYC and Woodstock, and writing my own work. In the intervening thirty-three years I 
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have taught at least fifty thousand children to listen to his or her own poetic voice, appreciate it in 

others, and find the clarity and honesty to tell the truth like it is.” Poet in the Schools became 

Janine’s principal profession. 

 In 1978 Janine moved into what would become her permanent home in Woodstock, NY. 

She sat in for a friend at a writing workshop with inmates at Green Haven Maximum Security 

Prison in New York State. “Once again, I was taken by the fresh linguistic perspective the 

prisoners brought to the table, the unwavering honesty, and the points of view they needed to 

share.” Janine secured funding for a workshop series, and joined with another poet in creating 

Incisions/Arts, and applying for funding under the umbrella of Segue, a cultural organization in 

NYC, providing writing programs for people behind bars as well as editing and successfully 

publishing ten poetry anthologies by people behind bars. 

 Janine began to perform with music locally and at art festivals. She always kept up her 

traveling heart with her poetry — to the Southwest to publicize her only book of prose Tracking 

the Serpent (City Lights 1997) and attending international poetry festivals in at least a dozen cities 

in Italy, as well as Heidelberg, Germany; Sarajevo, Bosnia; Tyrol, Austria; and Kendal, England. 

 When you see Janine in a photograph or a filmed interview from 2006 she has already had 

multiple surgeries for the heart disease and arthritis to her hands and feet. Her hands are forming 

into the shape of claws. She is only 64 years old. 

 Janine Pommy Vega passed away in her hillside home in Willow, New York on December 

23, 2010. She had called me three days before hand to have a long talk, wanting to arrange her 

affairs, and to share what Susan, Carson and I meant to her. She even made a small laugh about 

how this sudden planning was coming forth and she wasn’t sure for what reason. But she knew. 

 After I convened with Janine’s family, she was cremated (her wish) and placed into the 

Woodstock Artists Cemetery in New York. Go there and pay her a visit. The artists Milton Avery 

and Philip Guston graves are just over the brow. An old friend of Janine’s, the musician and actor 

Levon Helm is also buried there. A real wish of Janine’s is to be placed here. A final validation. 

My wife Susan and I during this time were taking our bicycles on off-days all over New England 

looking at cemeteries and tombstones, hoping to find just the stone for Janine. We saw just the 

stone up in Manchester Center, tooling around on the bikes, a reddish granite stone, ideal Janine. 
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We commissioned a local Woodstock stone worker to make this memorial for Janine. It would 

read 

 Janine Pommy Vega 

 1942-2010 

Poet 

 That’s what you saw when she was alive and you looked her in the face.  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 There were lots of fine folks, it turns out, in the post-Janine world. All her blood family 

came through with us, despite their own intriguing relationships with Janine, all stood guard. The 

realtors I ran through. The cemetery business. The myriad bill collectors chasing poets forever 

and ever. The many friends around the world. What jewelry and clothes of Janine’s family didn’t 

want, and they made specific requests, I sent off as gifts to various Janine-friends around the 

world — scarves, necklaces, earrings and more. A personal touch. Some appeared wary of this, 

others were grateful. The majority of Janine’s clothes went to a homeless shelter; the majority of 

her threadbare furniture, too. Her partner was given from this what he wanted which was minor. 

Susan and I took a few pieces of furniture Janine always wanted us to have; the archive got the 

rest: all the papers, boxes and boxes, her travel journals (immense, busted up, worn down, path 

weary), her typewriters, personal artifacts, many photographs, family and colleague letters etc. 

We kept it all intact. Some of her most valued books are in the archive. Janine put great love into 

her books — held some to her chest, eyes closed. Her full archive will one day be placed in good 

hands with an institution. There’s a promise. 

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                   Bob Arnold 

                                                                                                   Autumn 2015 

Various quotes in this afterword have been taken from the personal correspondence from Janine 

Pommy Vega with the author, and passages from elsewhere she shared with the author in their 

exchange. 
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Janine Pommy Vega & Bob Arnold 

photograph by Susan Arnold, Vermont 1988 
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from the Janine Pommy Vega private photograph archive 

photo collage by Bob Arnold 
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Janine Pommy Vega (left) as a young poet and teacher in New York City 

1970s 
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Janine Pommy Vega, valedictorian, late 1950s 

New Jersey 
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Young Janine Pommy Vega, Junior High and High School 

late 1950s 
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Janine Pommy Vega, reading in public her poems, 1960s 
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